DIERAMA - THE HAREBELLS OF AFRICA
Ruth Plant
t all started when I saw the most incredible border
full of flowering dierama at Bodnant Gardens. I was
entranced. Following this, I bought some plants at
various plant sales and then got stuck: where to
plant them?
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For a couple of years the impasse continued, until I got so
fed up with the pots hanging about that I planted the poor
struggling plants with the sage advice ‘grow or die: just get
on with it’. Hey presto, they romped away and flowered,
and I was well and truly hooked. The site I had chosen
was, at first sight, not particularly promising. An area
where concrete slabs had been lifted; windy and shady with
gravelly, poor soil. One especially lovely dierama I put into
a mixed border to nurture and, yes, it flowered, but then
promptly dwindled away, unlike its relatives in the original
unloved area, which thrived and started to seed around.
I started to collect different dierama. We took a long and
very hot (unusually so, even for June) day trip to Exeter to
see the only National Collection of Dierama in the UK. A
bit of an anticlimax, as the owner had lost many plants in
moving house, but she was very helpful and
knowledgeable. There I found out that the only
comprehensive text book on the species had been published
in 1991, and was now out of print. I had to handle hers
with care, as it had cost £60. I also learned that I was
absolutely correct in where I had planted the ones that were
thriving, although they might appreciate a bit more sun.

The rich magenta bells of
D. ‘Sarastro’

I tracked down the text book (by mail order from Johannesburg!) and discovered there are possibly
96 species, and so the collecting begun in earnest. I now have 31 species and 21 cultivars, and
caretake my own National Collection of Dierama Species.
I have some useful tips for growing dierama in the UK. They are evergreen, bulbous plants and, if
transplanted, can take months (sometimes up to a year) to re-establish themselves. During this
period the foliage dies away and the plant appears to be dead – it may not be, so do not disturb it!
With luck, leaves will reappear eventually and the plant will be fine. Once established, they are a
long lived plant, with evidence from Edinburgh of a clump having persisted for over 25 years.
Avoid planting dierama in a mixed border, as competition from close neighbours is detrimental,
and remember that they are a summer rainfall plant. They are not a plant for a hot dry border. I
water mine if it’s dry, from May through to the end of the summer, and I think that helps to get
them into flower.
If you are sowing seed, be aware that they cross very readily so you cannot guarantee the identity
of the seedling if there was another flowering plant anywhere nearby, and also that they detest root
disturbance, so station sowing is best. In fact also it’s likely that the colour varies within each
species so, even without the risk of cross pollination, the children may not be the same colour as
the parent plant.
In Africa, where they all come from, their natural enemies are drought, and also the bruchid beetle
(Urodon lilii), which burrows into the seed when it is developing and destroys it. This beetle also
attacks Moraea, Dietes, and Watsonia. The natural habitat for dierama is moist grass lands and they
also grow at altitude in the Drakensberg mountains. They are usually hardy in the UK, although I
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D. luteo-albidum,
now rare in the wild

D. pulcherrimum (bought as
D. ’Slieve Donard’)

am yet to test mine below -7ºC or so. Once the temperatures get cold I give the plants a collar of
fleece to help the corms withstand a penetrating frost.
The introduction of these plants to the UK was spearheaded by the Backhouse Nursery in
Yorkshire in 1866, and recently a national collection of dierama hybrids was established in
Yorkshire. Certainly throughout the early part of the 20th century there is evidence of dierama
thriving from Inverewe through to Slieve Donard in Northern Ireland, and also in Devon and
Canterbury. So there is no reason to suppose that they would not be hardy, especially when
established in a large clump.
I love all of them as they flower, from the very small - dainty, pink-flowered D. trichorhizum (30cm
or less) - through to the very tall purple-pink D. galpinii and the magenta-flowered hybrid, D.
‘Westminster Chimes’, which can reach 150cm, or 5ft. The colours of dierama vary from white
through yellow, and then into the pinks, purples, burgundy reds and almost black. There is even a
‘blue’ one, which is actually lilac purple: a hybrid called D. ‘Blue Belle’.
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